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Daily Futures Market Commentary 
Grains AM Outlook 
 
 

by Steve Freed, VP of Grain Research                                         February 28, 2021 

Grain calls are mixed to higher. SK is near 14.04. SMK is near 421.4. BOK is near 49.94. CK is near 5.47. 
WK is near 6.60. KWK is near 6.33.  
 
Last week the Goldman Commodity Index traded lower for the first time since the beginning of the year. 
US stocks traded lower for the first time since early February. Some link the selloff to too hot of an US 
economy and Fed may have to raise rates. OPEC will meet this week. Some feel increase global demand 
could force OPEC to increase production.  
 
On March 15th, CBOT position limits will rise to 57,800 contracts in corn (from 33,000), 27,300 contracts 
in soybeans (from 15,000 contracts), and to 19,300 contracts in wheat (from 12,000 contracts).  
 
SK traded back above 14.00. Slow weekly US soybean exports sales continues to offer resistance. Talk of 
lower Argentina soybean crop offers support. Brazil soybean export prices firmed on talk China of China 
buying. Seasonal switch to Brazil soybean exports could limit the upside in soybean prices. Bulls hope for 
some positive numbers from USDA on March 9 but none are expected.  
 
CK traded below 5.50. Some feel CZ will need to trend higher to insure a record US crop to satisfy 
demand. Dry Argentina weather is supportive. Brazil corn plantings remain slow but soils moisture levels 
are improving. There is little talk of a lower Brazil 2021 crop. WK is down near 6.60. Wheat may be 
under pressure due to lower commodity prices and higher US Dollar. Wheat traders will be watching key 
April weather for crop development.   

 
On Friday, Managed funds were net sellers of 7,000 SRW Wheat; net 4,000 contracts of Corn; sold 3,000 
Soybeans; sold 1,000 lots of Soymeal, and; even Soyoil. CFTC estimated Managed Money net long 
27,000 contracts of SRW Wheat; long 361,000 Corn; net long 172,000 Soybeans; net long 69,000 lots of 
Soymeal, and; long 112,000 Soyoil.   

   
Support Resistance 

May Beans 1390 1410 
May Bean Oil 49.50 50.50 
May Meal 415 425 
May Corn 540 550 
May CGO Wheat 650 670 
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